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KSA CALENDAR 

June 12th - 21st - 1-26 Championships - Waynesville, OH 

June 14th - KSA Meeting - Cookout at Sunflower 

June 23rd - 30th - Region 9 - Moriarty, NM  

June 24th-July 3rd - 15 Meter/Open Nationals - Montague, CA 

July 5th - July 11th - Region 10 North - Sunflower 

July 12th - KSA Meeting - Cookout at Sunflower 

July 15th-24th - Sports Class Nationals - Midlothian, TX 

July 19th - 52nd Kansas Kowbell Klassic - Sunflower 

August 4th - 8th - Region 10 South - Waller, TX 

August 9th - KSA Meeting - Cookout at Sunflower 

September 13th - KSA Meeting - Cookout at Sunflower 

September 25th - 28th - Great Plains Vintage Rally - Wichita Gliderport 

From the Editor 

First off, thanks to Shea for the article submission this month an thanks to everyone who submitted 

Sunflower Seeds. Please remember to email me Sunflower Seeds whenever there is any activity at 

Sunflower. I’m going to be out of town most of June and July so I’m depending on all of you! 

As you may have read on the Soar-Kansas Yahoo! Group, the Grob is back in action. The interior 

has been re-upholstered (Thanks Bob Hinson), the wingtips are sporting new wheels instead of the 

old skids (Thanks Mike Logback), and the annual was completed with no issues (Thanks Bob and 

Jimmy Prouty). The glider is now stored next to the 2-33 in the T Hangar. This will greatly ease the 

effort required to get the glider out to fly so I hope to see it on the flight line more! Several of us will 

have it up at Hutchinson in the mornings this weekend to sell some rides, but until the 182 is back in 

service we are not committing to any other fly-in events. Start thinking about how the Grob can help 

you this season. Kowbell is coming up as well as the Region 10 North contest at Sunflower. The 

Grob would fit in the Club Class very nicely at the Regional if anyone is interested.  

Speaking of the contest, we are less than 2 months away from once again hosting a competition. 

Volunteers are still needed to help run the line, tow, score, and just generally help out as we launch 

and retrieve about 20 gliders each day. The official contest days are July 7-11 with the 5
th
 and 6

th
 for 

Practice. If you are available to help some or all of those days, contact the Contest Manager, An-

drew Peters, immediately, apsoars@yahoo.com. There will also be opportunities to help get Sun-

flower in shape for having visitors in the weeks leading up to the contest.  

Finally, on the next page you’ll see a ballot. At our last election, KSA was only able to fill one of the 

two open director positions. This ballot is to fill the remaining position and I’d like to thank both Harry 

and Rafael for being willing. Print out and mail your marked ballot to me, 911 N Gilman Wichita KS 

67203, or email your vote to abcondon@gmail.com. 

 Fly safe! Tony 



KSA BALLOT 

Vote for one to fill the empty Director position 

___ Rafael Soldan 

___ Harry Clayton 

Notes from the President 
 

The soaring season is off to a great start. Hopefully by now, everyone has had at least one opportunity to 
serve on the launch line. Please remember to communicate if weather conditions are questionable. Weather 
that may not be suitable for XC soaring could be ideal for instruction or currency flying. The duty day is from 
12-5, but motivated students can try and fly earlier in the day. 
  
July 6-11 KSA is hosting the Region 10 North Soaring contest. Several members have signed up to compete, 
but we have folks coming from Texas, Iowa, Wisconsin, and Oklahoma too. Contests can’t happen without 
the volunteers from the local club. That’s you.  
  
First, folks will be arriving during the weekend of the 4th, and may want to fly with us on the weekend. Please 
welcome them, directing them to tie down areas (any open spot can be used) and point them to local facilities 
(gas, grocery, restaurants.)  
  
Second, we need help launching and recovering the gliders throughout the week. Towpilots and wing runners 
are especially critical for a quick, smooth launch operation. Some folks will need crew, so if you are interested 
in helping with retrieves, usually a cold beverage and a good dinner are available. Some folks have been 
known to pay for crewing during a contest.  
  
Third, you are welcome to attend dinner on Wednesday and Friday, but please let Andrew Peters, contest 
manager, know you are coming. Cost of dinner Wednesday is $20 (a fundraiser for the Bill Seed Scholarship 
program) and will be around $10 on Friday.  
  
And if you have never seen a contest, come on up and check it out.  
  
I’d like to take the rest of my article to clarify some details about your KSA membership and dues. A couple of 
years ago, KSA changed when we collect dues for the year, but there is still some confusion about when 
dues are to be paid for KSA. Dues are collected in JANUARY, and are applied for the entire calendar year.  
  
Your $100 KSA dues include your SSA dues, if your membership is maintained through the club. Your SSA 
membership runs from July 1 to June 30, by paying in January KSA has the funds and the required infor-
mation to submit to SSA. Waiting until you get a letter from us puts your KSA and SSA membership continuity 
in jeopardy. SSA membership is required for insurance coverage for both KSA and WSA. 
  
Dues can be mailed to our Treasurer, Neale Eyler, anytime in January at 
2114 N Shefford 
Wichita, KS 67212 
  
One great way to pay your dues is to attend the annual awards banquet, held the second Saturday in Janu-
ary. KSA will be having it at the Kansas Aviation Museum again, and the menu will be similar to last year. 
Chicken, beef, potatoes, green beans, salad and pies. Lots of pies. It’s a great way to remember the flights of 
the last season, and dream about the season to come.  
  
Happy landings, 
Andrew 



An American Akaflieg 

By Shea Zuckerman 

The small town of Arnold, CA is nestled in the Sierras on California Highway Four, just down the road from 

Big Trees State Park. It boasts quaint storefronts, a hardware store, outdoor recreation shops, and several 

local restaurants. This is not a place where you would expect to find cutting edge aerospace materials or sail-

planes under construction. However, south of town, surrounded by trees, is an unassuming shop of 5000 

square feet. Inside, some really exciting work is taking place. 

The HP-24 project is “the logical extension of the popular HP glider series.” Bob Kuykendall is the brains be-

hind the project. His goal is to create a high performance kit sailplane that an amateur builder can buy and 

complete in their garage at reasonable cost. From the looks of it, he is succeeding.   

 A few times a year, Bob hosts his version of the German Akaflieg tradition. Akaflieg is a German term for 

“Academic Flying Group”; teams of college students who design and build gliders. Bob has known since he 

was just a kid that he wanted to design a sailplane, and it is with this driving passion that he brings together 

like-minded enthusiasts to his shop in Arnold for a week at a time. Tony Condon and I had the pleasure to 

attend one in early May 2014.  

The five attendees at this Akaflieg had a unique opportunity. We spent a week working with the designer of 

the ship, learned how it was constructed, built some parts for future kits, and got to ask the tough questions 

about the how’s and why’s of sailplane design. Days were spent at the shop. We built an entire horizontal 

stabilizer of all carbon fiber and foam core construction, three rudder skins, using aramid (Kevlar) and foam, 

as well as some small fiberglass parts. Some of us had never seen how these materials are used to make 

parts. We learned the benefits and deficiencies of different materials, learned the basics of composite con-

struction, and then immediately put our new skills to work while building glider parts, under Bob’s supervision 

of course. Bob takes the view that by bringing people in to see and experience the build process firsthand, it 

will build confidence in his design. I would have to agree.  

Scattered around his shop are typical tools that have been cleverly modified to fit his unique build needs. 

One such tool is a radial arm saw turned variable angle drum sander for beveling foam sheets. Looking 

around further revealed a skeletal mess of roughly welded steel tubing, and perched on top were the finely 

finished molds. Bob deals not in metal or wood for his design, but in the far more cutting edge realm of com-

posites.  

While Bob isn’t formally trained in engineering, he has an uncanny understanding of mechanical systems and 

design. Our week was marked by his skillful combinations of art and engineering, and I couldn’t help but be 

inspired by his obvious love of flying machines. We worked from 9 to whenever-we-were-done-o’clock daily, 

then made a caravan headed back to the cabin for dinner and a great Q&A session about everything we did 

that day. Bob’s wife Brigitta made it a very comfortable and welcoming experience with her excellent cooking, 

which some of us had way too much of! We spent the rest of the evening talking airplanes and getting to 

know each other. 

Overall this was a great experience that I would recommend to anyone who cares about soaring. For builders 

it doesn’t get better than being able to get your hands dirty and make parts for your own airplane at the 

source, all while having direct contact with the designer. Perhaps without fully realizing it, Bob has created a 

brilliant marketing campaign for his new design. So effective are his Akafliegs that one of the students in our 

class put a deposit down for a kit and plans to come build it with Bob in the future. Coming from a formal Aer-

ospace Engineering background, I am naturally critical of experimental homebuilts, but I have to say that eve-

ry day I was there I wanted an HP-24 more and more.  





RULES FOR THE 

KANSAS KOWBELL 

KLASSIC KONSOLA-

TION  

The rules for the Kansas Kowbell 

Klassic Konsolation are the same as 

for the Kansas Kowbell Klassic, ex-

cept as amended below.  

1) Any soaring pilot and sailplane may 

enter, except for the winner of the 

previous days Kowbell Klassic.  

2) The winner each year will be the 

pilot who completes the longest pre-

declared task, as measured on US 

Koast and Geodetic sectional charts, 

from the release point, through any 

pre-declared turnpoints, to his point of 

landing, as verified on a Standard 

SSA Landing Form.  

6) The Annual Kowbell Klassic Kon-

solation will be held each year on the 

Sunday following the Annual Kowbell 

Klassic, unless the second place 

competitor in the Kowbell Klassic flew 

farther than 200 miles. In this kase, 

the Kowbell Klassic Konsolation will 

be held on the Saturday following the 

Kowbell Klassic. 

Kowbell 2014 

is July 19
th
 

Don’t miss it! 



Reprinted from March 1962 Soaring 





Sunflower Seeds 

May 1st: Jerry Boone flew the Zuni  

May 3rd: Opening Day. Steve Leonard flew the FJ-

1, Bob Holliday (5W), Jerry Boone (K7), Dave 

Wilkus (SR), and Keith Smith (LW) flew. Mike 

Orindgreff (CAT) and Dennis Brown (LY) also 

flew. The 2-22 and 2-33 were washed. Mike Log-

back towed, Kevin Ganoung and Don Jones ran 

the line, and Rafael Soldan instructed. 

May 4th: Jerry Boone flew several CAP cadets in 

the 2-33. Andrew Peters got current and flew with 

David Kennedy. Don Jones flew the Russia and 

was joined by Mike Orindgreff (CAT), Bob Holliday (5W), and Keith Smith (LW). 

May 5th: Some Monday soaring, at least Bob Hinson (KD) and Mike Orindgreff (CAT) flew. 

May 9th: Mike Orindgreff (CAT) flew as well as Bob Holliday (5W)  

May 10th: Matt Gonitzke reports: Bob Holliday towed, and myself and Don Jones ran the line. Andrew Pe-

ters instructed Lonny Bruce and Matt Boone in the 2-33 after Mike Westemeir did 3 flights in it to get cur-

rent. Jerry Boone flew his Zuni, Dennis Brown, Mike Orindgreff, Mike Logback, and Don Jones flew their 

gliders. Jerry Martin took over for Don so Don could fly. Paul Sodamann was around working on his 1-26. 

Brian Bird showed up for the cookout. The steaks were great, as was Bob's homebrewed beer, and Don 

tried out another delicious dessert on us again.  

May 14th: Jerry Boone (K7) and Bob Holliday (5W) attempted a run to Ulysses but were thwarted by rain. 

They ended up making it to the Dodge City area and then came back to Sunflower. 

May 17th: Matt Gonitzke reports: Looks like Jerry Boone was towing and Dave Wilkus was running the line. 

Not sure who else was running the line with him. I think Dave got his Diamant annualed before his line duty, 

and myself, Harry Clayton, and Sue Erlenwein helped Mike with the annuals on the WSA gliders. 2-33 and 

Ka6 are set to go, 2-22 is grounded for tailwheel mount repairs and a broken tube in the cockpit area. Mike 

Orindgreff, Don Jones, Bob Hinson, and Dennis Brown flew their gliders until some overcast moved in 

and killed off the lift. That was who I saw anyway. Not sure if there were any others.  

May 27th: Bob Holliday towed. Mike Logback and Tony Condon (YYY) flew. Mike Orindgreff arrived but 

decided not to fly. Tony decided to make a run for Kingman and back but landed out near Castleton. Mike L 

retrieved after a good local flight in the Duster.  

May 28th: Busy day. Bob Holliday towed and then flew 5W. Mike Orindgreff, Keith Smith, Jerry Boone, 

Mike Logback, and Tony Condon also flew. Mike O got his 5 hour duration. Keith flew a declared free dis-

tance flight to Guymon, OK! Jerry and Bob flew to Waynoka, OK and back. Tony attempted the Harper/Pratt 

triangle and landed out west of Arlington. Tony then retrieved Keith from Guymon, with both of them return-

ing to Sunflower at about 4:30 AM. 

May 31st: Bob Holliday towed, Mike Davis and Dave Wilkus ran the line. Tony Condon instructed in the 2-

33, doing a flight review for Steve Leonard and instructional flights for Sebastien Pepin, Dan Ullrich, and 

Lonny Bruce, finishing the day with a demo flight. Everyone got to soar. Mike Logback, Mike Orindgreff 

(CAT), Keith Smith (LW), Dennis Brown (LY), John Wells (KJ), Matt Gonitzke (6M), Bob Hinson (KD), 

and Dave Wilkus (SR) flew. 

May 3rd scene at Sunflower 



Ulysses Seeds 

Steve Leonard spent Memorial Day weekend in Ulysses with the Nimbus. He enjoyed good flights on the 24th 

and 25th of about 140 and 190 kilometers. 

Wellington Seeds 

May 29th: Tony Condon (YYY) and Rafael Soldan (K) flew. Rafael’s boss Mike flew the towplane. Tony 

made it up to Garden Plain and back and Rafael got a 5 hour duration! 

Member Accomplishments 

Mike Orindgreff completed his 5 hour duration flight on May 28th 

Rafael Soldan completed his 5 hour duration flight on May 29th, finishing his Silver Badge 

Tony Condon earned his 750 km Diploma for the flight to DeQuincy, LA 

Sebastien Pepin soaring the 2-33 on May 29
th
 

Rafael Soldan - 5 Hours! 



Sun, Jun 1 Rafael Soldan 706-255-9909 Don Jones 620-960-6444   

      Leah Condon 316-249-3535   

Sat, Jun 7 Jerry Boone 620-662-5330 Dimick, Scott 316-733-5678 Rafael Soldan 

      Kevin Ganoung 785-536-4540  706-255-9909 

Sun, Jun 8 Mark Schlegel  316-641-5093  Neale Eyler  316-729-0659   

      David Kennedy 316-841-2912   

Sat, Jun 14 Jerry Boone 620-662-5330 Paul Sodamann 785-456-5654 Andrew Peters 

Cookout     Matt Boone 620-662-5330  316-682-4287 

Sun, Jun 15 Jack Seltman 316-636-4218       

      Paul Sodamann 785-456-5654   

Sat, Jun 21 KC Alexander 316-308-8498     Brian Bird 

           620-728-1341 

Sun, Jun 22 KC Alexander 316-308-8498 David Kennedy 316-841-2912   

      Mike Davis 316-772-8535   

Sat, Jun 28 Mark Schlegel  316-641-5093  Bob Blanton 316-683-9759 Mike Westemeir 

      Robbie Grabendike 316-686-8859  316-729-2551 

Sun, Jun 29 Mark Schlegel  316-641-5093        

            

Fri, Jul 4 Bob Hinson 316-841-5561       

Holiday           

Sat, Jul 5 KC Alexander 316-308-8498 Mike Davis 316-772-8535 Rafael Soldan 

          706-255-9909 

Sun, Jul 6 Bob Holliday 316-733-5403       

           

Sat, Jul 12 Mark Schlegel  316-641-5093  Paul Sodamann 785-456-5654 Tony Condon 

Cookout     Kevin Ganoung 785-536-4540  515-291-0089 

Sun, Jul 13 Jack Seltman 316-636-4218 Steve Leonard   785-643-6817   

      Paul Sodamann 785-456-5654   

Sat, Jul 19 Mark Schlegel  316-641-5093      Brian Bird 

Kowbell          620-728-1341 

Sun, Jul 20 Bob Hinson 316-841-5561 Dennis Brown 316-722-8351   

Konsolation           

Sat, Jul 26 Jerry Boone 620-662-5330 Dennis Brown 316-722-8351 Mike Westemeir 

Konsolation II          316-729-2551 

Sun, Jul 27 Bob Hinson 316-841-5561 Harry Clayton 316-744-2389   

      Susan Erlenwein 316-744-2389   

KSA Duty Roster June/July 2014 

The 2014 KSA Banquet will be held on January 11
th
, 2015 at the 

Kansas Aviation Museum. Mark your Calendars now! 





KSA VARIOMETER 

911 N Gilman 

Wichita, KS 67203 

abcondon@gmail.com 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

KSA MEETING 

Cookout at Sunflower 

Saturday June 14
th

, 2014, 5:00 PM 

Bring a side dish to share! 

 


